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“The secret of change is to
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fighting the old, but on
building the new.”

- Socrates
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EMBRACING CHANGE: WHAT TO EXPECT

The pilot area will not only be testing the iPads/ePCR but
the virtual classrooms and eLearning programmes. 

Software and training feedback from the pilot will be
collected. Time permitting, the required software and

training updates will be implemented in preparation for
the 'Go Live'. 

The Trust Go-Live roll out will be implemented on a region
by region basis. 

Why? A  few reasons:

1. Consideration of frontline staff work pressures and
priorities

2.iPad distribution capacity from the supplier O2
Telefonica

3. To better manage 'Go Live' support at the required level

The pilot area and regional 'Go Live' dates will be shared
via NTK as soon as they are confirmed.

By: Michele Kelly ePCR Training and

Engagement Lead

A WORD FROM THE EPCR PROGRAMME LEAD:

Mike Carey 

The Trust is happy with the progress the project
is making and behind the scenes huge forward
steps are being taken. We are confident the
outcome of the ePCR configuration workshops
will deliver a product that is much better suited
to EEAST needs.

We are looking forward to implementing more
improvements, a result of lessons learned, to
provide our clinicians with the tools and
support required to deliver excellent patient
care with greater ease. 
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SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION: BACKGROUND

By: James Bradshaw ePCR Project Manager 

Back in September 2020 a series of ePCR
configuration workshops were held and

led by subject matter experts from
Medusa, the providers of the new ePCR,

Siren iOS. 

Siren iOS is the replacement to the legacy
Windows based ePCR which is known as

Siren ePCR v4.7  

WHAT IS A CONFIGURATION WORKSHOP?

The configuration workshops are the ideal opportunity for the EEAST clinical team to
review, enhance and optimise the configuration in readiness for the introduction of Siren
iOS for the selected pilot region.  

Medusa created a Siren iOS configuration set which matched the Siren ePCR v4.7
(Windows) version in preparation for a multi-region review by EEAST clinicians. 

At each of the twelve workshops, Medusa presented the baselined configuration and
reviewed each area of the product with the EEAST clinicians.

The input and collaboration of the clinicians was
essential for this to be successful. 

Changes were captured via a change log and updates
made in between each session for a quicker

turnaround.
 

The clinical team inputs have enabled a much-
enriched configuration set for the ePCR iOS

implementation. This will be reflected in the custom
designed ePCR iOS training package.

Medusa and the Trust project team are in the process
of finalising the configuration and reference data in

readiness for the end user training development, the
pilot and regional 'Go Live'. 
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STORIES FROM THE EPCR CONFIGURATION WORKSHOPS

ADRIAN BELL

It’s been good to bring years of staff
comments and improvements to the
workshops, to ensure  we are getting the
best up to date technology.
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DAN PHILLIPS

It's been great to work collaboratively to
make the product ours and more
customised to our needs.

THOMAS OWEN

Great to have front line staff involved.

STEWART BUTCHER

It’s been a great insight! Looking forward
to the next steps of this process.

PHILIP ELVIDGE

It has been great working on the configuration for the new
EPCR with a team of frontline clinicians from across the

EEAST region. 

Bringing together feedback from staff from all areas to try
and build a system that is more user friendly and more

relevant to our day to day work.  

This is just the first stage of development and I look
forward to seeing what further changes we can make in

the future to better support our users.

https://eastamb.sharepoint.com/sites/ePCRUpdates


REBECCA O'MAHONY 

It has been engaging and enjoyable working alongside
a skilled team of people to help shape the new EPCR. 

Because real on the road clinicians have had such a
large input into shaping the new EPCR, I think the
software will now be better set up to help clinicians
document their work in a more thorough and accurate
way. 

I like that there is room for further development and
upgrades, so the project doesn't have to stop here.
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The good, bad,  ups and
downs of using ePCR on the

job. 

 Watch the interview HERE
 

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF

AN EPCR USER

Dan Philips interviews Philip

Elvidge

SIMON CROSS

After learning about the future plans for end user devices
and the new ePCR program, I managed to get onto the

working group...
It was an eye opener, in regards to how the procurement

process works, there is a lot more to it than 'best supplier
wins'.

Being part of the group meant we could still work with
the...supplier and mould the software and work out some

if not most of the problems from previous versions. 

Hopefully what comes out the other end is better than
what we have now.   It’s not going to be perfect. There will

be bugs (that’s a given), but...will be more intuitive and
help users...

https://eastamb.sharepoint.com/sites/ePCRUpdates
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HAVE A QUESTION? WE'RE GOING LIVE!

21 October @ 12 noon

Everything you want to know
about the ePCR programme and
iPads, but haven't had a chance to
ask.

You can submit your questions
HERE

To attend, click HERE

The latest news and updates for the ePCR
Replacement Programme and iPads all in one

place.

The ePCR Updates microsite is on SharePoint and 
 can access it HERE 

You can follow the microsite by clicking the 'star'
icon shown below when in SharePoint. 

NEW EPCR MICROSITE

By: Michele Kelly
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